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Itâ€™s a story about a girlâ€¦ Color the path to your dreams with best-selling coloring book artist

Hannah Lynn in this new inspirational journey! Uplifting messages adorn each page in this unique

and detailed coloring journey from under the sea to the stars, featuring her popular Whimsy Girls.

Includes: Story Poem 27 Coloring Pages 9 Art Journal Coloring Pages 5 Lined Journal Pages There

are no repeat designs between any Hannah Lynn Coloring Books. Designs range from moderate to

challenging in this book. True to the artist's personal style, the coloring pages feature bold, thick

lines for ease of coloring inside the lines. This is Hannah's sixth coloring book, following "Mermaids,

Fairies, & Other Girls of Whimsy Coloring Book: 50 Fan Favs", "Enchanted Faces: Mermaids,

Fairies, & Fantasy Pocket-Sized Coloring Bookâ€• (also now available in full size)", â€œSweet &

Simple Whimsy Girls: Mermaids & More to Colorâ€•, "Enchanted Halloween" and "A Whimsy Girls

Christmas" all available here on . To learn more about Hannah Lynn, please visit HannahLynn.com!
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This is my 6th Hannah Lynn book & probably my favorite so far!! Each book is even better than the

one before. I started looking for adult coloring books when because I suffer from bad anxiety and

was looking for a way to help cope with it, these books sure do help. I love this one, beautiful

inspirational quotes with each picture & I can definitely say I relate to them all. I highly recommend

this to add to your collection or even as a first time buyer to start. There aren't enough stars to give

to show how much I am in love with this book!! Another beautiful job done by Hannah Lynn!!
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I own several coloring books by Hannah Lynn and have enjoyed all of them. Ã¢Â€ÂœI Dream In

ColorÃ¢Â€Â• is beyond a doubt my favorite. It is so inspirational in its makeup and has beautiful

illustrations to color as well. It describes the journey of someone who is brave and strong and gives

beautiful illustrations of that journey.The book starts with a six page story about the girl whose story

is followed through the coloring pages. These pages include areas to color. At the end, there is a

surprise page about the identity of the girl. Then follows some wonderful journal pages, the first nine

pages of this journal area are done as illustrated pages you can color and the remaining five are

simple journal pages with lines and a few illustrations. This is something I have never seen before

but which makes perfect sense and adds so much to the coloring book.In addition to the above,

there are a full 27 pages of coloring designs. They include the beautiful girl with huge eyes but they

also include very detailed background elements as well. I am used to designs from Ms. Lynn which

focus almost entirely on the person so it is great to get illustrations that are more balanced with

background. I'm having a lot of fun with this book.Here is what I found while coloring in the book and

testing the paper with my coloring medium:27 Full Design pages, 7 story pages with designs to

color, 9 journal pages with designs to color and 5 journal pagesDesigns are printed on one side of

thin, slightly rough non-perforated paper typical of CreateSpace.Glue BindingEasy to open to flat

position for coloringDesigns do not merge into the binding and have a double framing line at the

outer edgesAlcohol and water-based markers bleed through the page to some degree. Water-based

bleed through in spots while alcohol-based bleed through freelyGel pens and India ink pens leave

shadows of color on the back of page. India ink can bleed through if you use multiple layers or apply

heavily.Colored pencils work well with this paper. Both oil and wax based provide good color when I

use multiple layers of the same color. I am easily able to blend (using a pencil style blender stick)

and layer multiple colors as well. Hard lead pencils leave dents through the back of the

page.Because of the bleed through and dents, I suggest (and use) a blotter page below my working

page no matter what medium I use. I prefer card stock but several sheets of heavyweight paper

work as well.

This is the coloring book I always wanted but didn't know existed. So much fun. The illustrations are

so whimsical, fantastical, and female -- and every page has an inspiring little quote or proverb on it.

If you like coloring hair, like I do, this would be a great book for you. The designs are really intricate,

and lend themselves to thin markers and colored pencils. One other thing I like about this book is

that the pages are one-sided -- so if you color something, you're not ruining the backside of that



page, because there's no illustration on the backside. This would be a great book for adults or

teens. I've only colored 2 pages so far but I suspect I'm going to complete the whole book

eventually, because every single illustration is so fun and fanciful. It also comes with cute

"journaling" pages for when you feel like adding some brainstorming time to your coloring sessions.

Highly recommended.

I'm so glad I got this book! I love this author's style. She does such a beautiful job and you can see

how she takes pride in her work, putting thought into each image, on top of the fact that she's so

talented! I usually don't like coloring books with words on the pages but I'm happy that I was able to

"look inside". The artwork sold me. Now that I have the book, the story, the coloring pages with text,

the space at the back where I can write my own messages, and reading Hannah Lynn's story make

this a must for anyone who has ANY open mindedness regarding trying a book with text in the

pages. It's a really wholesome, and well rounded concept the way she put it all together

I love and now have all of Hannah Lynn's books and this one is no exception. The inspiring images

are absolutely adorable! I colored one straight away! Though I reluctantly have to deduct one star

for the paper quality. It's def not as good as the earlier books. After completing the first image in

pencil, the page curled quite a bit and the paper is more toothy than her earlier books. I still love the

book and would recommend it to anyone who loves her work.

I am very happy with this book.... If you couldn't tell! LOL I have to admit, I was already a fan long

before this book though! There are only a few artists I follow this closely. She is extremely talented

and puts so much thought into her work. This book is just so very inspirational and person. It's

uplifting and creative at the same time! I can't wait to get started! I highly recommend it!!! Pictures

will be added soon. Thank you so much!!
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